
TFCD (Trade for CD) model release 
 
In consideration of my engagement as a model, upon the terms herewith stated, I hereby give to  
Richard Priest Photography his/her heirs, legal representatives and assigns, those for whom Richard 
Priest Photography is acting, and those acting with his/her authority and permission: 
 
a) I understand that I will be given the opportunity for an agreed-upon period of ____ days to preview proofs 
of all Usable images in a password-protected Web preview gallery and approve which images will be post-
processed into Released Images, after which I hereby relinquish any right that I may have to examine or 
approve the images that may be used in conjunction therewith. Released Images will be of the 
Photographer’s choosing if I do not indicate approvals in the agreed-upon period. I understand that the 
preview images are of inferior quality and not recommended for portfolio use. 
  
b) I accept as compensation for this session logo-less Released Images in JPG format in both 3000x2000 
(less if cropped) and 640x480 resolutions on CD and/or password-protected online directory. I understand 
that no prints will be provided. I understand that images of either film or digital origin are provided in this 
format as described. The CD will also include 3000x2000 JPG’s of all un-processed Usable images, and the 
Web preview directory. I understand that CD delivery time can be affected by the Photographer’s employment 
commitments, other photography commitments, and failure of necessary equipment. 
 
c) I give the unrestricted right and permission to use, re-use, publish, and republish Released Image 
photographic portraits or pictures of me or in which I may be included intact or in part, composite or distorted 
in character or form, including reasonable changes or transformations or reproduction hereof in color or 
otherwise, now or hereafter for purposes of Photographer’s self-promotion, such as website galleries, 
portfolios in recognized modeling online communities, postings to legitimate photography forums, portfolio 
books, and business cards. 
 
d) I am authorized to use these images for purposes of self-promotion in the same manner as the 
Photographer. 
 
e) I hereby release, discharge and agree to hold harmless the Photographer and all Authorized Parties, 
individually and jointly, from any liability to me or others associated with me by virtue of any blurring, distortion 
or alteration of the Released Images, or use of the Released Images in composite form, whether intentional or 
otherwise, that may occur or be produced in the taking of said Released Images or in any subsequent 
processing, publication or usage thereof, including without limitation any claims of defamation or violation of 
rights of privacy or publicity. I acknowledge and agree that this release and agreement to hold harmless shall 
continue indefinitely, regardless of whether any Released Image used within the scope of this Agreement 
causes me or others in the future to feel embarrassed, ashamed, degraded or otherwise injured in any 
manner. 
 
f) I hereby affirm that I am over the age of majority and have the right to contract in my own name. I have read 
the above authorization, release and agreement, prior to its execution; I fully understand the contents thereof. 
This agreement shall be binding upon me and my heirs, legal representatives and assigns. 
 
                                                                                                                     
Description of photographs: ________________________________________________________________ 
 
  
All photographs taken during the time from_____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Model’s Legal Name (printed) __________________________________ Date of Birth: _________________ 
 
 
Model’s signature: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
  
Contact Number: ___________________________ E-mail:________________________________________ 
 


